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 .  .  .  .For the contracting similarities S x s xr3, S x s x q l r3, and S x s1 2 3
 . w xx q 2 r3, where l g 0, 1 , let F denote the invariant set with respect to S , S ,l 1 2
and S . In this paper, we study the Hausdorff measure, Hausdorff dimension, and3
w x  .the structure of F . Let l s bra g Q l 0, 1 , a, b s 1. Using combinatoriall
< <  .techniques, we show that F ) 0 if a ' b k 0 mod 3 ; otherwise, F is a Cantor-l l
like fractal with recursive construction. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. SELF-SIMILAR SETS AND THE OPEN
SET CONDITION
1.1. Self-Similar Sets
Self-similar sets are among the most important and the most typical
w xfractals. They were first considered by Moran 9 and systematically studied
w x nby Hutchinson 4 . Let D be a closed subset of R . A mapping S: D ª D
is called a contraction on D if there is a real number c with 0 - c - 1
<  .  . < < <such that S x y S y F c x y y for all x, y in D. If the equality holds,
<  .  . < < <i.e., if S x y S y s c x y y , then we call S a similarity. Throughout we
shall only consider similarities.
w x nTHEOREM A 2 . Let S , S , . . . , S be similarities on D ; R such that1 2 m
< < < <S x y S y s c x y y , x , y g D , .  .i i i
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with 0 - c - 1 for each i. Then:i
 .1 There exists a unique nonempty compact set F which is in¨ariant for
the S s, i.e., which satisfiesi
m
F s S F .D i
is1
The set F is also called a self-similar set.
 .2 Let C be the class of the nonempty compact sets. If we define a
transformation on L C by
m
S E s S E .  .D i
is1
k 0 . k .  ky1 ..and let S be the kth iterate of S gi¨ en by S E s E, S E s S S E
for k G 1, then
`
kF s S E .F
ks1
 .for any set E in C such that S E ; E for each i.i
 .We say that the similarities S 1 F i F m satisfy the open set conditioni
 .OSC if there exists a nonempty bounded open set V such that
m
V > S V ,D i
is1
with the union being disjoint. If F is the self-similar set generated by the
 .similarities S 1 F i F m we say that F satisfies the OSC.i
Let c be the ratio of S and s be defined byi i
m
sc s 1. 1.1 .
is1
Then the number s is called the similarity dimension of the self-similar set
F, which is denoted by dim F.S
w x nTHEOREM B 4 . Suppose that the OSC holds for the similarities S on Ri
 .ratios c 1 F i F m . If F is the self-similar set with the similarities Si i
 .1 F i F m , then:
 .1 dim F s dim F s dim F s dim F s s, where s is defined asH P B S
 .in 1.1 .
 . s .2 F is an s-set, which means that 0 - H F - `, where dim ,H
dim , and dim are, respecti¨ ely, the Hausdorff dimension, packing dimen-P B
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sion, and Bouligand dimension, and H s is the s-dimensional Hausdorff
w xmeasure. For these definitions and properties we refer to 2 .
1.2. The Open Set Condition
From Theorem B we see that if the OSC is satisfied, then a self-similar
set possesses some nice properties. However it is not easy to check the
OSC since, except for some simple samples, the open set V, assuming it
exists, may be almost as exotic as F itself.
Schief characterizes the OSC by the following result:
w x THEOREM C 11 . If F is a self-similar set with the similarities S 1 Fi
.i F m , then
F satisfies OSC m H s F ) 0. .
< <  .Moreo¨er F ) 0 « F contains interior points, where r is defined as in 1.1
< <and F denotes the Lebesgue measure.
w xSome further discussions on the OSC can be found in 1, 6, 13 .
For a self-similar set without OSC we still have the following regularity
result. We say that a set F is a regular set if dim F s dim F.H P
w xTHEOREM D 3 . Suppose that F is a self-similar set. Then dim F sH
dim F s dim F.P B
Thus, we only need to consider one of the three dimensions that appear
in Theorem D.
2. l-CANTOR SET
As we mentioned in the previous section, the self-similar sets satisfying
the OSC are well understood, but in general difficult to verify. For this
reason, we are led to study the self-similar sets with overlap structure. In
this paper, we will consider a class which we call the l-Cantor set.
2.1. Definition
w x  .DEFINITION 2.1. Let l g 0, 1 be a real number and let S x s xr3,1
 .  .S x s xr3 q lr3, and S x s xr3 q 2r3 be three similarities on R.2 3
Then the self-similar set generated by these three similarities, denoted by
F , will be called a l-Cantor set.l
If l s 0, then S s S and F is exactly the classical middle third1 2 l
Cantor set. In this case dim s 1 and dim s log 2rlog 3. The OSC doesS H
not hold.
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w xIf l s 1, then F s 0, 1 and dim s dim s 1. The OSC is satisfied.l S H
If 0 - l - 1, as we will see, the structure of F is quite complicated, andl
the following questions naturally arise.
1. Does the set F satisfy the OSC?l
2. What are the measure and the dimension of F ? Does the dimen-l
sion depend on the parameter l continuously?
3. How can we characterize the structure of the set F ?l
The main goal of this paper is to provide a complete solution to these
questions by using some combinatorial techniques when l g Q.
w xRemark. Keane, Smorodinsky, and Solomyak 5 and Pollicott and
w xSimon 10 considered other different Cantor sets and some generaliza-
tions which they called the one parameter family of Cantor sets: Let
w xb g 0, 1 and set
`
kL b s i b ; i s 0, 1, 3 . .  k k 5
ks1
 .  .  .L b is generated by the following three similarities: T x s b x q 1 ,1
 .  .  .  .T x s b x q 2 , and T x s b x q 3 . There are overlap structures2 3
 .appearing in L b . However, as we shall see, the properties of these two
 .sets L b and l-Cantor are quite different.
2.2. The Net Structure of Fl
w x k .  .Let I s 0, 1 and F s S I s D S I , where S [0 l, k 0 i , . . . ,i i , . . . ,i 0 i , . . . ,i1 k 1 k 1 k
 .  .S ( ??? (S . Notice that S I ; I , i s 1, 2, 3. Then from Theorem A 2 ,i i i 0 01 k
we have
` `
kF s S I s F . .F Fl 0 l , k
ks1 ks1
 . Set I s S I . Then the starting point i.e., the left end point ofi ? ? ? i i ? ? ? i 01 k 1 k
.  .the interval I ??? i is S 0 . We call I a basic inter¨ al of orderi k i ? ? ? i i , . . . ,11 1 k 1 k
k of F .l
Given a basic interval of order k, since its length is 3yk , it is determined
by its starting point. We may consider the set of all starting points of basic
intervals of order k which we denote by M . Note thatl, k
k ai jS , . . . , 0 s , 2.1 .  .i i j1 k 3js1
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where a s 0, a s l, and a s 2, 1 F i , . . . , i F 3. Therefore we have1 2 3 1 k
k ai jM s ; a s 0, a s l, and a s 2, 1 F i , . . . , i F 3 .l, k 1 2 3 1 kj 53js1
Let I and I be two basic intervals of order k with i , . . . , i /i , . . . ,i j , . . . , j 1 k1 k 1 k
j , . . . , j , if I l I / B. Then we say that the two intervals have1 k i , . . . ,i j , . . . , j1 k 1 k
an o¨erlap. Otherwise the two intervals are said to be positi¨ ely separated.
According to the definition of overlaps, we immediately obtain the follow-
ing lemma.
LEMMA 2.2. Two basic inter¨ als of order k, I and I , ha¨e ani , . . . ,i j , . . . , j1 k 1 k
o¨erlap if and only if the distance of their starting points is less than or equal to
3yk , that is,
k ka ai jl l yky F 3 . l l3 3ls1 ls1
From the definition of F , we see that F consists of some disjointl, k l, k
closed intervals, and each closed interval is a union of one or several basic
intervals of order k in this case, two consecutive basic intervals have an
.overlap, and the union is a maximal connected component of F . Thesel, k
closed intervals are called elementary inter¨ als of order k.
For each k, all elementary intervals of order k constitute a natural net
of F , which implies that these elementary intervals are disjoint and theirl
union is F .l, k
Suppose that J and J are two elementary intervals of order k and1 2
suppose that the sets of the starting points of the basic intervals which
 4  4constitute J and J are, respectively, x , . . . , x and y , . . . , y . If there1 2 1 m 1 l
exists a translation such that these two sets coincide, we will say that these
two elementary intervals have the same type. In other words, these two
elementary intervals of order k have the same overlap structures.
2.3. Structure Sets Tl, k
In the previous section we showed that the set F is determined solelyl, k
by the set of the starting points M . When l is an irrational number, thel, k
structure of M is rather complex, but when l is a rational number, thel, k
structure will be relatively simpler. For the later case, we introduce
 .another T a, b associated with the set M as given below:l, k l, k
 .Assume l s bra g Q, a, b g N, a, b s 1, b - a. Define
T [ T a, b [ 3ka x ; x g M . 2.2 .  .  . 4l, k l , k l , k
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The set T is called the structure set of order k of F , which will play anl, k l, k
important role in the rest of this paper. If no confusion arises we will
simply write T for T . We may see that each element of T is an integerk l, k k
which corresponds uniquely to a starting point of a basic interval of order
 .  k .  .k, as given by S 0 l 3 a S 0 .i , . . . ,i i , . . . ,i1 k 1 k
 .  .From 2.1 and 2.2 , it follows that
k
jy1T a, b s b 3 ; b s 0, b s b , b s 2 a, 1 F i F 3 . 2.3 .  .k i 0 1 2 jj 5
js1
 .Using 2.3 , we obtain
w k xT a, b ; 0, 3 a . 2.4 .  .k
In order to establish the relation between T and T , we introduce thek kq1
following mappings.
For x g N, set
h x s 3 x , h x s 3 x q b , h x s 3 x q 2 a, .  .  .1 2 3
h A s h x : x g A , h A s D h A j h A j h A , 4 .  .  .  .  .  .i i 1 2 3
k  ky1.and h s h ( ??? ( h , h s h( h .i , . . . i i i1 k 1 k
By the definitions of F , M , and T , we obtain the followingl, k l, k l, k
proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.3. In the abo¨e notation, we ha¨e for k G 0,
 .  . kq1 .1 T s h T s h 0 ;kq1 k
 . k . kq1 .  .2 h 0 ; h 0 thus T ; T .k kq1
  .. ` kBy Proposition 2.3, if we set T [ T a, b [ D T , then T ­T ,ks1 k
k ª `. We call T the structure set of F .l
 .  k .Let U: M ª T , U x s 3 a x. Then the following lemma gives thel, k l, k
relation between M and T :l, k l, k
LEMMA 2.4. Assuming x, y g M , we ha¨el, k
< < yk < <x y y F 3 m U x y U y F a. .  .
From Lemma 2.4, we get the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let I and I be two basic inter¨ als of order k.i , . . . i j , . . . j1 k 1 k
Then we ha¨e
I and I ha¨e an o¨erlapi , . . . ,i j , . . . j1 k 1 k
ykm S 0 y S 0 F 3 .  .i , . . . ,i j , . . . j1 k 1 k
m U S 0 y U S 0 F a. .  . .  .i , . . . i i , . . . , j1 k 1 k
Now let us arrange the elements of T according to the increasing orderk
T s x , . . . , x , where x F x F ??? F x . .k 1 aT 1 2 aTk k
 .Let w s x , . . . , x be a subsequence of T , which is called a word ofi iqm k
< <T . The length of the word w, denoted by w , is defined as the number ofk
elements in w.
< <Assuming n , n g T , if n y n F a, then n and n are called1 2 k 1 2 1 2
w  k .y1connected in this case, the basic intervals of order k with 3 a n and1
 k .y1 x3 a n as starting points have an overlap ; otherwise we will say that n2 1
and n are separated the corresponding basic intervals of order k are2
.positively separated . Suppose that w is a word of T . If any two consecu-k
tive elements of w are connected, then w is called a connected word.
 .Furthermore if there is no connected word w9 w / w9 such that w is a
subword of w9, then w is called an elementary word of order k, which
corresponds to the elementary interval of order k.
 . UFor an elementary word w s x , . . . , x ; T , we call the sequence1 m k
 .0, x y x , . . . , x y x the type of w.2 1 m 1
Based on the discussions in Section 2.2, we get the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.6. Two elementary inter¨ als of order k ha¨e the same type if and
only if their corresponding elementary words of order k ha¨e the same type.
3. CLASSIFICATION OF OVERLAPS
 .  .Let F be a l-Cantor set and let F s D S I k G 1 bel l, k i , . . . ,i i , . . . ,i 01 k 1 k
defined as in Section 2. If there exists an integer k and two different
sequences of indices i , . . . , i and j , . . . , j such that1 k 1 k
I s I ,i , . . . ,i j , . . . j1 k 1 k
then we say that there is a complete o¨erlap in the construction of the set
F ; otherwise we say that there is no complete overlap in the constructionl
of F .l
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We now consider that case when l is a rational number, and let
  .4T a, b be the corresponding structure set sequence. Then it is easyk k G1
to see that there is a complete overlap in F if and only if there exist anl
integer k and two different sequences of indices i , . . . , i and j , . . . , j1 k 1 k
such that
h 0 s h 0 . .  .i , . . . ,i j , . . . , j1 k 1 k
In this case we also say that there exists a complete overlap in T.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If l is an irrational number, then there is no complete
o¨erlap in F .l
Proof. Suppose that there exist an integer k and two different se-
quences of indices i , . . . , i and j , . . . , j such that1 k 1 k
S I s S I . .  .i , . . . ,i 0 j , . . . , j 01 k 1 k
 .  .Then the starting points of the intervals S I and S I coincide,i , . . . ,i j , . . . , j1 k 1 k
i.e.,
S 0 s S 0 . .  .i , . . . ,i j , . . . , j1 k 1 k
 .Thus by 2.1 ,
k ka ai jr rs , r r3 3rs1 rs1
where 0 F i , j F 2, a s 0, a s l, a s 2. From the above equation itr r 0 1 2
follows that
a ai jr ryr yrl 3 y 3 s y .   r r / 3 31FrFk 1FrFk 1FrFk 1FrFk
a sl a sl a /l a /li j i jr r r r
Let t be the second factor in the left hand side of the above equation and1
let t be the right hand side. Then we have lt s t . Notice that l is an2 1 2
irrational number and both t and t are rational numbers. Therefore, if1 2
 4  4the sets r ; a s l, 1 F r F k and r ; a s l, 1 F r F k are different,i jr r
then t / 0 and consequently t / 0, which leads to the contradiction to1 2
the irrationality of l. We have the necessary condition
r ; a s l, 1 F r F k s r ; a s l, 1 F r F k . 4  4i jr r
Hence t s t s 0. From this it easily follows that i ??? i s j ??? j ,1 2 1 k 1 k
which contradicts our hypotheses.
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We continue to assume that l is a rational number and define
w xQ [ l g Q l 0, 1 ; F has complete overlap , 4c l
w xQ [ l g Q l 0, 1 ; F has no complete overlap . 4nc l
THEOREM 3.2. In the abo¨e notation, we ha¨e
 . < <1 If l g Q , then F ) 0;nc l
 .  .2 If l g Q , then dim F - 1.c B l
 .Proof. 1 Let l s bra. Since l g Q , for any k G 1, the elementsnc
 .of M are different; so are the elements of T a, b . Since the distancel, k k
 .between any two different elements of T a, b G 1, the distance of anyk
 k .y1two differents elements of M G a3 , this implies that the distancel, k
of any two different starting points of the basic intervals of order k is
 k .y1larger than a3 . Thus for any k G 1,
1y1k k< <F G 3 a3 s , .l, k a
< <which yields F G 1ra ) 0.l
 .2 If l g Q , then there exist an integer k and two differentc 0
sequences i ??? i , j ??? j such that the basic intervals I and1 k 1 k i ? ? ? i0 0 1 k 0
I coincide. Hence there are at most 3k y 1 different basic intervalsj ? ? ? j1 k 0  k .nof order k. Consequently, for any n G 1, there are at most 3 y 1
different basic intervals of order nk. Since these intervals with length
yn k 0.3 cover F , we havel
nk y1 k0 0log 3 log 3 y 1 .  .
dim F F y lim s - 1,B l ynk k0 0log 3 log 3nª`
which completes the proof.
From Theorem 3.2 and Theorem C, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.3. Assume that l g Q. Then F satisfies OSC if and onlyl
if l g Q . Moreo¨er, if l g Q , then F contains interior points.nc nc l
4. CLASSIFICATION OF THE RATIONAL NUMBERS
ACCORDING TO THE COMPLETE OVERLAP
From Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, we may characterize the classes Qc
and Q . More precisely, let l s bra be a rational number, we maync
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determine the classes to which l belongs. As it turns out, the solution
depends on the arithmetic properties of l.
w x  .THEOREM 4.1. Assuming that l s bra g Q l 0, 1 , a, b s 1, a ) b,
then
l g Q m a ' b k 0 mod 3 . .nc
Remark. From Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, we have dim F s 1 ifH l
l g Q and dim F - 1 if l g Q . Since both Q and Q are dense innc H l c c nc
w xQ, we see that the Hausdorff dimension of F is discontinuous on 0, 1 .l
The sets we will use in this section are
Ä < <T a, b [ x y y ; x , y g T a, b , x / y , 4 .  .k k
Ä Ä < <T a, b [ T a, b s x y y ; x , y g T a, b , x / y . 4 .  .  .D k
kG1
4.1. The Case without Complete O¨erlap in Fl
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. We ha¨e a ' b k 0 mod 3 « bra g Q .nc
 .Proof. Take p, q g T a, b , p / q. From the conditions of the proposi-
 .tion, we have 2 a, b, 2 a y b k 0 mod 3 . Thus, by the definition of h iti
 .  .  .  .  .follows that if i / j 1 F i, j F 3 , then h p k h q mod 3 and h p /i j i
 .  .  .h q . On the other hand, since p / q, we have h p / h q . Hence wej i i
have
h p l h q s B. 4.1 .  .  .
 .  .The equation 4.1 shows that there is no overlap in T a, b .
4.2. The Mapping fs
 .We now introduce a map f . Let s g N, s k 0 mod 3 and lets
s
K s 1, 2, . . . , .s  52
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Define f : Z _ 0 ª Z _ 0 ass
x q s¡ , if 3 N x q s,
3
s y x~ , if 3 N x y s,f x s .s 3
x
, if 3 N x .¢3
It is easy to see that the mapping f is well defined.s
 .By the definition of f , we get f K ; K . Moreover, we have thes s s s
following lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. The restriction of f on K is bijecti¨ e.s s
 .  .  .Proof. 1 Assume that p, q g K and f p s f q . Then for thes s s
 .  .nine possible cases p ' 0, 1, 2 mod 3 and q ' 0, 1, 2 mod 3 , we can
 .  .verify directly that neither p s q nor f p s f q can happen.s s
 . w x w x2 Assume that p g K . If 0 - p F sr2 r3, then 3 p F sr2s
 . w x w xand f 3 p s p; if sr2 r3 - p F sr3, then 0 - s y 3 p F sr2 , thuss
 . w x w xf s y 3 p s p; if sr3 - p F sr2 , then 0 - 3 p y s F sr2 , we stills
 .  .  .have f s y 3 p s p. Combining 1 and 2 , the proof is complete.s
 n4We now consider the iterations f of f over K . Since K is as nG 0 s s s
 n .4finite set, for any p g K , the sequence f p is periodic. On thes s nG 0
other hand, by Lemma 4.3, f is injective; thus p is contained in thes
 n .4periodic orbit, which means that f p is a periodic sequence. Thus,s nG1
we have the following lemmas.
 n .4LEMMA 4.4. For any p g K , the sequence f p is periodic.s s nG1
Ä < < < < <LEMMA 4.5. For any p g T , we ha¨e 3 p, 3 p " b , 3 p " 2 a , 3 p "
Ä . <2 a y b g T.
ÄProof. Let p g T. Then there exist p , p g T such that p s p q p .1 2 1 2
 .Hence the assertion follows from the facts that x g T « h x g T andi
0, 2 a, b, 2 a y b g T.
Ä .COROLLARY 4.6. i Assume that p g T , n g N and that r s b, 2 a, or
yn Ä .  . w x2 a y b, r k 0 mod 3 . Then f p g T. Note that if p ) rr2 , then ther
preimage of p is not necessarily unique.
Ä k Ä .  .ii If p g K and p g T , then for any k, f p g T.r r
 . y1 .Proof. i Let f p s q. Then by the definition of f we see that qr r
may be 3 p or 3 p " r, and the conclusion follows from Lemma 4.5.
 .ii If p g K , then by Lemma 4.4, there exists n g N such thatr
n yny1. Ä .  .  .  .f p s p, so f p s f p , which yields f p g T.r r r r
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 .  .4.3. Case with Complete O¨erlap I : a k 0 mod 3
 .PROPOSITION 4.7. Assume that a k 0, b ' 0 mod 3 . Then there exists a
complete o¨erlap in T.
Proof. From the given conditions, we have
b
f b s g K . .2 a 2 a3
Ä .On the other hand, by Corollary 4.6, we have f b g T. So we have2 a
Äbr3 g T , which implies that there exist p, q g T such that br3 s p y q.
 .  .  .It follows that 3 p y b y 3q s 0, i.e., h p s h q . Hence there exists a2 1
complete overlap in T.
 .PROPOSITION 4.8. Assume that a k 0, b k 0, and a k yb mod 3 .
Then there exists a complete o¨erlap in T.
 .Proof. From the given conditions it follows that 2 a y b ' 0 mod 3 .
 .  .Thus, f b s 2 a y b r3. By a similar argument as in Proposition 4.7,2 a
we have the desired conclusion.
4.4. More about fb
 .We now deal with the case a ' 0 mod 3 , and will discuss further
properties of the mapping f .b
 .LEMMA 4.9. Assume that b k 0 mod 3 and p g K . Then there existsb
m .m g N such that f b y p s p.b
Proof.
 .Case 1: p ' 0 mod 3 . In this case, we have
b y b y p p p .
f b y p s s , f p s ; .  .b b3 3 3
 .  .thus f b y p s f p . Since p g K , by Lemma 4.4, there exists m g Nb b b
m .for which f p s p.b
 .  .Case 2: p ' b mod 3 . We get from this condition f b y p sb
 .  .  .  .  .b y p r3 and f p s b y p r3. Thus f b y p s f p and we haveb b b
the same argument as in Case 1.
 .Case 3: p k 0, p k b mod 3 . We will prove that there exists m g N0
m0 . m0 .such that f b y p s f p , and the proof is reduced to the above twob b
cases.
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k . k .  4Let s s f b y p and t s f p . Then the sequences s andk b k b k k G1
 4t possess the following properties:k k G1
 .i Since p g K , for any k G 1, t g K .b k b
 . w xii By the definition of f , we see that if br2 F x, then 0 -b
 . k .f x - x. Thus there exists k such that if k - k , then f b y p )b 0 0 b
w x k . w xbr2 ; otherwise, f b y p F br2 .b
 .  .iii We have b k 0, p k 0, p k b mod 3 « p q b s 0, and 2b y
 .p ' 0 mod 3 . Thus by the definition of f we haveb
2b y p p q b
f b y p s , f p s . .  .b b3 3
 .  .  .iv If s q t s b and s q b ' 0 mod 3 , then t q b ' 0 mod 3 .k k k k
 .  .  .So s s f s s b q s r3 and t s b q t r3. Thus, we havekq1 b k k kq1 k
s q t s p.kq1 kq1
w  .xNow suppose that there exists k* 1 F k* - k , k is defined as in ii0 0
such that
sU q tU s b , sU q b k 0 mod 3 . .k k k
U U  .If s ' 0, then b y t ' 0 mod 3 . So we havek k
sU b y sU sUk k kU Us s , t s s ,kq1 kq13 3 3
k*q1 . k*q1 .that is, f b y p s f p .b b
 .  .If s k 0 mod 3 , then from s q b k 0 mod 3 we have b y s ' 0k* k* k*
 . k*q1 . k*q1 .and t ' 0 mod 3 . We may also obtain that f b y p s f p .k* b b
 .  .  .If for any k* - k , s q b ' 0 mod 3 , then from iii and iv , we have0 k*
 .  . w xs q t s p. On the other hand, by i and ii , s , t F pr2 . Hence wek k k k0 0 0 0w x k 0 . k 0 .get s s t s pr2 , that is, f b y p s f p .k k b b0 0
Summarizing the above cases, there always exist m g N such that
f m b y p s f m p . .  .b b
By the same argument as used in the proof of Lemma 4.9, we have the
following lemma.
 .LEMMA 4.10. Assume that b k 0 mod 3 and p g K . Then there existsb
m .m g N such that f b q p s p.b
From Corollary 4.6 and Lemmas 4.10 and 4.10, we get the following
corollary.
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Ä .COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that b k 0 mod 3 and p g K , p g T. Thenb
Äwe ha¨e b " p g T.
 .  .4.5. Case with Complete O¨erlap II : a ' 0 mod 3
 .  .In this section, we deal with the case a ' 0 mod 3 . Since a, b s 1,
 .b k 0 mod 3 .
n  . w  .Suppose that a s 3 a* with a* k 0 mod 3 since a ' 0 mod 3 , we
x  4  4have n G 1 . Define two sequences c and d ask 0 F k F n k 0 F k F n
2 ? 3k 3k y 1 .
c s , d s , 0 F k F n.k kk k2 ? 3 q 1 3
Obviously, c - d - c .k kq1 kq1
w x  xSet I s A j A j A , where A s 0, 2r3 , A s c , c s0 1 2 3 1 2 0 n
ny1  x  x.  xD c , d j d , c , and A s c , 1 . Now we are going tois0 i iq1 iq1 iq1 3 n
discuss, respectively, the cases l s bra g A , i s 1, 2, 3.i
 .PROPOSITION 4.12. Assume that bra g A and a ' 0 mod 3 . Then1
there exists a complete o¨erlap in T.
Proof. From the given conditions, we have 2b - 2 a y b. Thus, b g
Ä Ä .K . Since b g T , by Corollary 4.6 we see that f b g T , i.e., there2 ayb 2 ayb
 .exist k g N and p, q g T such that p y q s f b s 2 ar3. Therefore,2 ayb
 .  .h p s h q , that is, ther exists a complete overlap.3 1
w k nyi .xLet a [ b y ad s b y  3 2 a* . Then we havek k is1
k ÄLEMMA 4.13. 3 a g T , 1 F k F n.k
k k  ky1 .Proof. By a simple verification, we see that 3 a s 3 b y 3 2 ak
 . .  . k  . kq ??? q3 2 a q 2 a . Let g x s 3 x y 2 a. Then we have g b s 3 a .2 a 2 a k
ÄNoting that b g T and using Lemma 4.5, the proof is complete.1
LEMMA 4.14. If 3ka g K and a g K , then there exists a completek 2 ayb k b
o¨erlap in T.
k k  k .Proof. Since 3 a g K , we have f 3 a s a . On the otherk 2 ayb 2 ayb k k
k Ä  .hand, by Lemma 4.13, 3 a g T and using Corollary 4.6 ii we havek
Ä Ä .a s b y ad g T. Since a g K , we have b " a g T by using Corol-k k k b k
Älary 4.11. Therefore, ad g T , that is, there exist p, q g T such thatk
k k .  .p y q s ad . It follows that h p s h q .k 1 3
Using Lemma 4.14, we may obtain the following proposition.
w .PROPOSITION 4.15. Assume that bra g c , c . Then there exists a com-0 n
plete o¨erlap in T.
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w xLEMMA 4.16. Assume that bra g c , 1 . Then we ha¨en
 .i a g K ;n 2 a*
n Ä .  .ii 3 f a g T ;2 a* n
 .  .iii 2 a* q a k 0 mod 3 .n
w x  n.  n .Proof. Since bra g c , 1 , we have d - 2 ? 3 r 2 ? 3 q 1 F bran n
and the following consequences:
 .  . ni a s b y ad - a 1 y d s ar3 s a*.n n n
 . y1  .ii Let f a s p. Then by the definition of f , we have2 a* n 2 a*
n  n .   n . .p s 3a or "3a y 2 a*. Thus, 3 p s 3 3 a or " 3 3 a y 2 a . Sincen n n n
n Ä n Ä n y1  .3 a g T from Lemmas 4.13 and 4.5 we have 3 p g T , that is, 3 f an 2 a* n
Äg T. Repeating the above arguments, we can prove for any m g N,
n ym Ä3 f a g T . 4.2 .  .2 a* n
 .From i , we have a g K . By Lemma 4.4, there exists k g N such thatn 2 a*
yk  .  .  .f a s f a . Thus by 4.2 , we obtain the desired result.2 a* n 2 a* n
 . n nyi .iii Note that a s b y  3 2 a* . We have a ' b y 2 a*n is1 n
 .  .mod 3 ; consequently, a q 2 a* ' b k 0 mod 3 .n
w xPROPOSITION 4.17. Assume that bra g c , 1 . Then ther exists completen
o¨erlap in T.
 .Proof. From Lemma 4.16 iii , we may notice that if a k 0, thenn
 .a k a* mod 3 . Thus we may consider two different cases:n
 .  .  .Case 1: a ' 0 mod 3 . Since a ' 0 mod 3 , f a s a r3. Onn n 2 a* n n
n Ä .  .the other hand, from Lemma 4.16 ii , we have 3 f a g T.2 a* n
 .From Lemma 4.16 i we may notice that
a 2 a y b
n ny13 f a s 3 a - - g K , .2 a* n n 2 ayb3 2
 .and from Corollary 4.6 ii it follows that
ann n Äf 3 f a s f a s g T . .  . .2 ayb 2 a* n 2 a* n 3
Thus there exist p, q g T , k g N, such that
an
p y q s ,
3
Ä .  .that is, h p y h q s a g T. Then by the definition of a , we get1 1 n n
n  .. n  ..successively h h p s h h q . Hence there exists a complete overlap.1 1 3 1
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 .Case 2: a k 0 and a k a* mod 3 . By the definition of a*, a* k 0.n n
 .  .Moveover, we have 2 a* y a ' 0 mod 3 . It follows that f a sn 2 a* n
 .2 a* y a r3. Using some similar arguments as in Case 1, we obtain the
desired conclusion.
5. STRUCTURE OF F WITH COMPLETE OVERLAPl
< <In Section 3, we showed that if l g Q , then F ) 0 and the OSC isnc l
< <satisfied; if l g Q then F s 0. In Section 4, we completely determinedc l
whether l belongs to Q . The purpose of this section is to study thec
structure of F with l g Q . As we will see, F is an A-perfect set in thel c l
sense of Marion.
5.1. Family of A-Perfect Sets of Marion
w xThe following fractal sets were introduced and discussed by Marion 7
w xand generalized by Mauldin and Williams 8 .
Let E , . . . , E be compact subsets of R with the following property:1 m
There exists j ) 0 such that for each j s 1, . . . , m, E is the disjoint unionj
of a portions similar to E with ratio j , of a portions similar to E1 j 1 2 j 2
with ratio j , . . . , and of a portions similar to E with ratio j i.e., E ism j m j
m .  4constituted by these  a disjoint portions . We say that E is ais1 i j j 1F jF m
family of A-perfect sets.
A nonnegative matrix A is said to be primitive if there exists a positive
integer such that An ) 0. If A is a primitive matrix, then there exists an
< <eigenvalue a ) 0 such that a ) m for any eigenvalue a / m. The eigen-
 . w xvalue a is called the Perron]Frobenius PF eigenvalue 12 .
w x  4THEOREM E 7 . Suppose that E is a family of A-perfect sets andj
 4suppose that A is primiti¨ e with a as PF eigen¨alue. Then for eachi j
j s 1, . . . , m we ha¨e
log a
dim E s .H j ylog j
Moreo¨er E is an s-set.j
 .5.2. The Bound of the Lengths of the Elementary Words of T a, b
 .   . 4Let A ; N j 0. We set as usual A mod m s a mod m ; a g A .
LEMMA 5.1. For each n g N, we ha¨e
T s T mod 3n . .n
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 n.Proof. Since for any n, T ; T , we have T ; T mod 3 . Let c g Tn n
 4  n.and set k [ inf k; c g T . If k F n, then c g T , so c g T mod 3 .c k c n n
 .If k ) n, then from 2.3 ,c
kc
jy1c s b 3 , i j
js1
n jy1  n. n jy1which yields c s  b 3 mod 3 . Since  b 3 g T , we havejs1 i js1 i nj jn n .  .c g T mod 3 . It follows that T ; T mod 3 .n n
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that l g Q . Then there exists M g N suchc
< <that for any elementary word w, we ha¨e w F M.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, we showed that if l g Q , thenc
aTn
lim inf s 0.n3nª`
 4Thus there exists a sequence n , k­`, such thatk k G1
aTnklim s 0.nk3kª`
Let n g N with 3n0 ) a and aT r3n0 - 1ra. By Lemma 5.1, we have0 n0
3n0
n n0 0n naT mod 3 s aT mod 3 - aT - . .  .0 03 3 a
By the pigeon hole principle, there exist positive integers t q 1, . . . , t q a
 n0.which are not in the set T mod 3 .
 .Now assume that the elementary word w s x , . . . , x g T with1 < w <
< < n0 n0w ) 2 ? 3 . Let x s m and x s m . Then we have m y m ) 2 ? 3 .1 1 < w < 2 2 1
n0  . n0 w xSo there exists m* g N such that m*3 m* q 1 3 g m , m . It fol-1 2
lows that
m*3n0 q t q 1, . . . , m*3n0 q t q a f T ,
which implies that there exist two consecutive numbers x , x in w suchk kq1
that x y x ) a. However, by the connectivity of the word w, we mustkq1 k
have x y x F a, which is a contradiction. Therefore, for any elemen-kq1 k
n0< <tary word w ; T , we have w F 2 ? 3 .
From Proposition 5.2, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.3. If there exists a complete o¨erlap in T , then the number
of types of the elementary words of T is finite.
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5.3. The Structure of F with l g Ql c
Let l g Q and let T be the structure set of F . Then we have thec l
following lemma.
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that the elementary words w and w of T ha¨e the1 2
 .  .same type. Then h w and h w also ha¨e the same type.1 2
Proof. By the hypotheses of the lemma, we may assume that
w s x , x q x , . . . , x q x , w s y , y q x , . . . , y q x , .  .1 1 n 2 1 n
 .  .that is, w and w are of type 0, x , . . . , x . Let w* [ h 0, x , . . . , x .1 2 1 n 1 n
Then it is easy to verify that
h w s 3 x q w*, h w s 3 y q w*. .  .1 2
By Corollary 5.3, we may assume that there are V different types of the
 .elementary words in T , denoted w , . . . , w . For each j 1 F j F V ,1 V
 .suppose that h w contains a elementary words whose types are wi i j j
w  .xthese elementary words appear in different positions of h w . We can geti
 4a V = V matrix A s a , which is called the recurrence matrix associatedi j
with F .l
By Proposition 5.2, there is a positive integer k such that all different
types of the elementary words of T appear in T . If for some m ) 0, allk
types of the elementary words of T have appeared in T , then therem ky1
will be no new types because of the fact that k F V.
By Lemma 2.6, the elementary intervals of F have also V differentl, k
types, denoted by I , . . . , I , and each elementary interval of type I gives1 V i
a intervals of F with type I . Moreover, the length of an elementaryi j l, kq1 j
interval of F with type I is three times the length of the elementaryl, k i
interval of F with the same type.l, kq1
Taking an elementary interval U of order k with type I and settingj j
 4E s U l F , then we have E is a family of A-perfect sets.j j l j 1F jF V
Based on the above discussions and Theorem E, we finally obtain the
following theorem.
THEOREM 5.5. Assume that l g Q and that M is the recurrence matrixc l
associated with l. If M is primiti¨ e, then dim F s log arlog 3. Moreo¨er,l H l
F is an s set, where a is the PF eigen¨alue.l
5.4. Examples
In this section, we present some examples of F having a completel
overlap. In particular, we will determine the associated recurrence matrix
and the PF eigenvalue.
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n  .EXAMPLE 1. l s 1 y 1r3 n G 1 . By Theorem 4.1, l g Q , that is,c
there exists a complete overlap in F . Since a s 3n and b s 3n y 1, wel
have
h t s 3t , h t s 3t q 3n y 1, h t s 3t q 2 ? 3n .  .  .1 2 3
and
 4  n n4T s 0 , T s 0, 3 y 1, 2 ? 3 .0 1
 .  n .These two elementary words are 0 and 0, 3 y 1 . We may derive that
n  n n n n n 4h 0, 3 y 1 s 0, 3 y 1, 2 ? 3 , 3 ? 3 y 3, 4 ? 3 y 4, 5 ? 3 y 1 . .
 . n ni If n s 1, then 2 ? 3 s 3 ? 3 y 3 s 6, that is, there is a complete
 n .  n .  . overlap, and the types generated by 0, 3 y 1 are 0, 3 y 1 and 0 the
corresponding elementary words are, respectively, 3 ? 3n y 3, 4 ? 3n y 4,
n .and 5 ? 3 y 1 . Note that it does not generate new type and we can obtain
the recurrence matrix as
1 1M s m s , .i j  /1 2
where m is the number of the different elementary words of type Ai j j
generated by the type A .i
 . n n n n nii If n ) 1, then 3 ? 3 y 3 ) 2 ? 3 and 3 ? 3 y 3 y 2 ? 3 s 3 y 3 -
n n n  n n n3 , that is, 2 ? 3 and 3 ? 3 y 3 are connected, so 2 ? 3 , 3 ? 3 y 3, 4 ? 3 y
.  n4 is an elementary word and the corresponding type is A s 0, 3 y 3, 2 ?3
n .3 y 4 . In this case, an elementary word of type A generates an1
elementary word of type A , an elementary word of type A , and an1 2
elementary word of type A , and we express this relation by A ª A q3 1 1
A q A .2 3
 .  .By analogous arguments as used in i , we can calculate h A . For3
n s 2, the associated recurrence matrix is
1 1 1
M s .1 1 2 /0 1 1
Repeating the above arguments, we finally obtain
T* s 0 , 0, 3n y 1 , 0, 3n y 31, 2 ? 3n y 31 y 1  .  .  .
, . . . , 0, 3n y 3ny1 , 2 ? 3n y 3ny1 y 1 .4 .
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Let us denote these n q 1 different types by A , A , . . . , A . Then we1 2 n
have the relations
A s A q A ,1 1 2
A s A q A q A ,2 1 2 3
...
A s A q A q A q A , 2F jFn ,j 1 2 3 jq1
...
A s A q 2 A q A .nq1 1 2 3
Thus the corresponding recurrence matrix is
1 1 1 1 ??? 1 1¡ ¦
1 1 1 1 ??? 1 2
0 1 1 1 ??? 1 1
0 0 1 0 ??? 0 0M s .
0 0 0 1 ??? 0 0
. . . . . .. . . . ??? . .. . . . . .¢ §
0 0 0 0 ??? 1 0
It is easy to verify that this matrix is primitive and the characteristic
polynomial is x nq1 y 3 x n q 1. Then we obtain the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.6. Assume that l s 1 y 1r3n. Then dim F sH l
log arlog 3 and F is an s set, where a is the largest root of the equationl
x nq1 y 3 x n q 1 s 0.
n  . nEXAMPLE 2. l s 2r3 n G 1 . In this example, a s 3 , b s 2, thus
 n 4 k i l g Q . Let x g S [ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1 and let x s  x 2 0 Fc n is0 i
.k F n be the dyadic representation of x. Set
k
iW s 2 f x 3 ; f s 0 or 1 .x i i i 5
is0
We arrange the elements of W by the increasing order and still denotex
the new sequence by W . For instance, when n s 2, we havex
W s 0 , W s 0, 2 , W s 0, 6 , W s 0, 2, 6, 8 . .  .  .  .0 1 2 3
It is easy to see that the mapping x ª W is injective.x
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LEMMA 5.7. If x g S and W g T , thenn x
W W , if 0 F x F 2 ny1 y 1,2 xq1 2 x
h W s .x ny1 n n n nW W W , if 2 F x F 2 y 1.2 xq1 mod 2 . 2 xq1 mod 2 . 2 x mod 2 .
5.1 .
Proof. If 0 F x F 2 ny1 y 1, 0 F k - n y 1, then by the definition of
W we havex
h W s 3t , 3t q 2, 3t q 2 ? 3n ; t g W 4 .x x
k k
iq1 iq1s 2 f x 3 , 2 1 q f x 3 , i i i i  /
is0 is0
k
n iq12 3 q f x 3 ; f s 0 or 1 i i i 5 /
is0
kq1
is 2 f y 3 ; f s 0 or 1 i i i 5
is0
k
n iq1j2 3 q f x 3 ; f s 0 or 1 , 5.2 . i i i 5 /
is0
where y s 1 and y s x , 1 F i F k.0 iq1 i
Note that
kq1 k
i i2 y s 1 q 2 2 x s 2 x q 1. i i
is0 is0
Since 0 F k - n y 1 and 0 F 2 x q 1 F 2 n y 1, we see that the first part
 .of 5.2 is W . Because2 xq1
kq1 ny1




n iq1 nmin 2 3 q 3 x f ; f s 0 or 1 s 2 ? 3 , i i i 5 /
is0
 .these two words are positively separated. However, the second part of 5.2
n  .is exactly 2 ? 3 q W . Thus, h W contains the word W and the word2 x x 2 x
W .2 xq1
 .An analogous argument proves the second part of 5.1 .
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Summarizing the above discussions, we obtain the following lemma.
n  n.LEMMA 5.8. There are exactly 2 elementary words in T* 2, 3 and they
are
T* s W ; 0 F x F 2 n y 1, x g S . 4x n









’ .Now let v s 1 q 5 r2 be the golden ratio. Let V s 1 and define V0 i
 .  .by the recurrence V s V , vV , . . . , V s V , vV . It is easy to see1 0 0 n ny1 ny1
that M is primitive and it can be verified by induction that 1 q v is an
eigenvalue associated with the eigenvector V of M.n
Notice that all the components of V are strictly positive. From then
w xtheory of nonnegative matrices 12 , 1 q v is the PF eigenvalue of M.
Finally, we obtain
PROPOSITION 5.9. If l s 2r3n, then dim F s log vrlog 3.H l
From the above examples, we are led to the following question.
QUESTION. Let l g Q . Is the recurrent matrix associated with Fc l
primiti¨ e?
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